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Services, Macquarie Capital

Michael Galvin
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Joseph B. Rose
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Mant Hawkins
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Tony Sibert
President and CEO, CosmGroup, LLC

Scott Hefter
Principal Boston Consulting Group

Harry Totonis
Strategic Advisor, Genstar Capital, LLC

Thomas M. Holder
Chairman & CEO, Holder Construction Company

Thomas C. Washmon
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Management, LP

Subject Matter Experts:
Herman Bulls
International Director and Vice
Chairman, Americas, JLL

David Haun
Director Global Public Practice,
Grant Thornton
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Senior Vice President, JLL

The Engagements
There were a total of 11 engagements conducted over the course of the project. The separate and distinct engagements were:

15 Dec 2015
6 Jan 2016

20 Jan 2016
2-3 Feb 2016
15-16 March 2016

23-25 March 2016
4 April 2016
10 May 2016
17 May 2016
23 June 2016

Initial Session at BENS Headquarter
Meeting with Chief Readiness
Support Officer (CRSO) Jeff Orner
and Team, DHS HQ
Meeting with CRSO Staff, DHS HQ
NY Site Visit
Dallas Site Visit

30 June 2016

Additionally, BENS members and staff held frequent informal discussions over this period.
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Miami Site Visit
NY Site Visit #2
Teleconference with CRSO
Member Visit to CRSO
Member Round Table with Under
Secretary Deyo
Boston Site Visit
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2014, Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson
articulated the need for a new strategic approach for the
department. He dubbed this approach his “Unity of Effort”
campaign. He identified three overarching challenges
and impediments to change in the department—cultural
resistance, availability of training resources, and career
development opportunities—He also highlighted seven
principal areas for action: (1) a focus on individuals
who can drive change; (2) a robust exchange or liaison
“intra-DHS” program; (3) the potential for private-sector
rotations; (4) amending standards for the Security
Administration job series; (5) more focused formal
engagement with career civil servants; (6) a periodic
training seminar; and (7) the power of informal forums.

Management Efficiency, Committee on Homeland Security,
U.S. House of Representatives and offered a private sector
perspective on actions DHS could undertake to improve its
management and efficiency. Among his observations, he
suggested that the organization’s operational effectiveness
and efficiency could be improved by sharing services that
are common across the component agencies of DHS. As
an example, he highlighted the challenges faced by DHS
in managing its real property portfolio and suggested that
this function was a prime candidate for employing a shared
service approach.
At the urging of the Subcommittee, the Chief Readiness
Support Officer (CRSO), who is the DHS executive
responsible for policy and oversight of the agency’s real
estate, reached out to BENS for assistance in reviewing its
national and local RPM plans to improve the efficiency of
its field operations and at the same time comply with the
Administration’s directives.

In this report, BENS discusses the concept of shared
services, a best business practice used in the private
sector, as an operational approach that could facilitate
the Secretary’s Unity of Effort campaign. In particular,
short run efficiencies can be found in the management of
real property.

BENS leadership and members welcomed the opportunity
to partner with the CRSO for this project. In response
BENS assembled a team of 23 members
and subject matter experts having
extensive experience in managing real
property in the private sector.
BENS members know well from
their private sector experiences that
fiduciary demands of a constrained
fiscal environment motivate enterprise
accountability for results. Fiduciary
demands are a constant business
imperative and the BENS members
assembled for this project have
enjoyed success as leaders and
innovators within their

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) components
own and lease a significant quantity of real property
across the nation to include office space, operational
locations, training infrastructure, and warehouses. The
footprint for this property totals 100 million square feet.
For example, its 1,628 warehouses owned or leased by
the components in 2013 consisted of 6.3 million square
feet. The total annual cost to lease or maintain real
property is approximately $2 billion.
DHS is also taking actions to meet Administration
directives for improving real property management (RPM).
In 2010, the President directed federal agencies to save
$3 billion in real property costs. In 2013, the Office of
Management and Budget directed federal agencies to
not only refrain from increasing footprint but to reduce
footprint in 2016 through smarter space usage using colocation and consolidations.
On September 15, 2015, BENS member Harry Totonis
testified before the Subcommittee on Oversight and
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fields. Their individual and collective commitment to
ensuring a strong America and fiercely non-partisan
approach to working with government partners makes
BENS perfectly positioned to assist DHS with framing the
problems associated with real property management and
offering innovative suggestions to solve them.
As agreed with the CRSO, BENS members approached this
work with an emphasis on taking a broader look at how
DHS manages services in general with a specific focus
on real property management. The members believed
this methodology would allow both BENS and DHS to
understand and benefit from the lessons in a shared
services approach to RPM that could in turn be generalized
across the Department’s array of services it provides.
The employment of a shared services construct offers
DHS two primary benefits—one business and the other
operational. On the business side, shared services allow
an organization to standardize processes and costs across
a large enterprise and also allow a diverse collection
of subordinate teams to maintain their individual
characteristics while pursuing their operational mission
with limited distraction. On the operational side, shared
services permit teams to focus and provide their undivided
attention to core competencies and operational agility.
Over a six month period from January through June 2016,
BENS members held 11 engagements with DHS and made
site visits to facilities in Boston, Dallas, Miami, and New
York. As discussed later in this report, BENS members
identified a series of recommendations for the CRSO to
consider to improve its field operations, concluding that
DHS could potentially achieve significant near and long
term savings in its RPM approach. Additionally, new ideas
and techniques related to cutting edge business and
marketing strategies for the provision of critical services
were analyzed and discussed in depth by BENS members
and the CRSO especially related to firing ranges and
parking. These two areas are critical cost drivers for DHS
and conducive not only to new technological solutions
for requesting and scheduling but also illustrative of the
effectiveness a shared service approach offered to both

RPM and other areas of administrative overhead.
The project culminated in a meeting with the Under
Secretary for Management, DHS on June 22, 2016. BENS
members discussed their recommendations to help
improve the efficient execution of resources for the field
operations. BENS focused its recommendations around
a series of key areas to include planning, execution,
incentives, its operational and strategic approach,
foreseeable constraints, role of leadership, and its
legislative authority.
DHS has begun to implement many of the
recommendations and has opened a dialogue with
Congress on those issues BENS identified as requiring
new authorities. The CRSO is implementing a co-location
and share first approach and is seeking to improve the
organization’s data collection to inform decision makers
on area that are conducive to a shared services first
methodology. The CRSO is also revising the agency’s plan
to address the various suggestions BENS members offered.
At the June 22 meeting, the Under Secretary also
discussed the challenges related to consolidating the
disparate counterterrorism, immigration, and federal
law enforcement agencies and sought feedback on the
ideas he is considering that would improve the day-today operations of the various field offices across the
country. BENS members offered the Under Secretary
feedback on his ideas, many of which seek to enhance law
enforcement capability and training.
Based on their review of RPM practices, the sense of
the participating BENS members is that DHS is ripe
for instituting a shared services approach across the
enterprise and that, in a time of flat or diminishing
budgets, shared services offers the best opportunity to
move critical resources to operations and training and
away from overhead.
BENS members have volunteered to continue its support
in a bi-monthly advisory role and will continue to explore
how a shared services model could be expanded across
the enterprise.
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DISCUSSION
The Process
After a series of initial meetings between BENS and the CRSO of DHS, BENS developed a plan of action and a scope
of the efforts to aid CRSO in their field efficiencies initiative:
PROJECT MISSION. To assist the CRSO strengthen the Secretary’s Unity of Effort by collaborating
with cross-component integration teams in geographic areas where its components are proximate
to each other to achieve cross-component collaboration, coordinate mission support, and reinvest
in mission-critical priorities.

Initial Approach and Scope:
Identify key areas BENS could support and deploy locally in the 10 city/markets where BENS
had willing and able members

Gather our prominent real estate members for a session to develop an inspirational pitch to be
used at local market kickoffs; e.g. inspire the DHS team to think outside the box
Leverage local market knowledge to help the market teams find opportunities and best
understand local market dynamics, price points, high potential adjacent opportunities and
other critical regional information
Conduct a call with all of the local market BENS members to develop a synthesized and
prioritized list of findings and recommendations
Consider workforce and organizational transformation that would potentially reduce the demand
side of the equation. For example:
-- Shifting 80% of workforce to 4 x 10 hour days or requiring 80% of office workforce to
telework 1 day per week
-- Develop similar initiatives and recognize the impact of days off and travel that could
reduce demand for workspace by 30% in a “hoteling” environment

Write final report based upon findings in the field and some DC metro interviews
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Project Scheme
The CRSO developed a plan to reduce real property beyond the “Freeze the Footprint” mandate. With half
of DHS leases set to expire in the next 5 years, the CSRO is proposing to unify components in major urban areas with
large DHS representation, cutting down on the 100 million square feet in DHS real property footprint. The CRSO also
seeks to reach a standard of less than 150 square feet per person, with further goals aiming to create an agency-wide
operation plan of strategic alignment by the end of 2016 for the new administration to inherit.
The plan also called for a strong emphasis on transforming the current organizational space culture, not simply
adjusting current policies. Field components were encouraged to identify and lead the transformation in their areas as
the CRSO recognized their eagerness to propose ideas for consolidating resources.
The CRSO office initiated this work in order to achieve unity of effort, increase efficiencies, and reduce costs for
mission support services. Their approach called for the field components to explore opportunities to enhance
integration of targeted mission support services (e.g., real property, management functions, and funding mechanisms)
regionally and nationwide where possible. Their specific goals were to:
•

Achieve mission requirements at the lowest possible cost

•

Reduce budgets without affecting priority operations

•

Comply with OMB Memorandum M-12-12 Section 3, to reduce the footprint and DHS policy for office
space (150 square feet/person)

•

Share property, equipment, and expertise

•

Increase operational communication, collaboration, and coordination

One of the ways the CRSO approached this project, with an
intent to leverage BENS expertise, was in the realm of Public
and Private Partnerships. BENS had been instrumental in the
past on such efforts like the privatization of family housing
for the Defense Department and having fusion centers bring
the private sector into partnership with government at all
levels to enhance security. CRSO believed that BENS could
assist in providing key advice in these areas with a special
emphasis on:
•

Investments and Capital Expenditures
-- Achieve DHS capability/capacity requirements through private sector investment
-- Mid/long term lease agreements to achieve return on investment
-- Sustain/reduce operations and maintenance budgets for agencies
-- Apply government housing model for firing range and law enforcement training facilities
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•

Local Development
-- Explore opportunities for public and private partnership at Joint Base Cape Cod (JBCC)
-- Office building development for government and non-government relocation from expensive rent
locations
-- Private sector use of airfield and other base amenities

•

Shared Services and Strategic Sourcing
-- Contracted service provider funding through working capital funds
-- Commodity purchasing and contingency contracts for supply chain management efficiencies

•

Consulting and Technical Assistance
-- Workplace transformation architecture design and construction

According to the CRSO, JBCC pilot effort is yielding significant lessons learned for DHS. The OCRSO launched the field
efficiency initiative, which embraces a nationwide strategy of Component office space consolidation and co-location
of its Components along functional lines where it makes sense to do so. The initiative created a number of unique and
very promising opportunities to establish regional “anchor locations” where DHS Components with similar operational
and/ or training requirements can locate together and share services such as secure parking, firing ranges, and training
facilities.
DHS has identified a number of potential anchor locations across the nation and sees Joint Base Cape Cod in
particular as an ideal location. The current home of the Coast Guard’s Air Station Cape Cod, as well as Army and Air
Force National Guard units, this 22,000 acre site is an ideal location to move a number of DHS units from downtown
Boston to an open, secure area where a number of DHS activities can take place together as well as take advantage of
unique inter-agency and public-private partnerships. BENS members observed this integrated and mutually supportive
environment, noting the JBCC enhances DHS’s operational effectiveness and achieves efficiencies by reducing
overhead costs and overlapping or redundant support functions.
As previously noted, BENS approached this work with an emphasis on taking a broader look at how the Department of
Homeland Security approaches services in general with a specific focus on RPM. This methodology allowed BENS and
DHS to understand what lessons learned about implementing a shared services approach to RPM could be generalized
across the Department’s array of services. Shared services not only allow an organization to standardize processes
and costs across a large enterprise, but free operational elements to focus on core missions. BENS had twenty-three
members and experts participate and eleven distinct engagements with many one-on-one hours of counseling.
The project was accomplished through several early workshops to scope BENS support and to identify an achievable
set of objectives and a workable timeline. It was followed by participation in the CRSO’s field efficiencies site visits
which gave invaluable context to data provided by the government partner and helped sharpen the thinking of BENS
members in formulating their recommendations.
A small sub-team of BENS members developed some guiding principles and staffed these out to a larger group for
comment. What emerged was a framework of criteria BENS members used to examine each DHS operation that was
visited and each proposal that was under consideration. There were six baseline requirements that BENS offered to
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the CRSO to guide how they approached their field efficiencies analysis and which would help shape BENS input.
These points for guiding the DHS decision making process were: 1) a unified vision and effort set by leadership,
2) standards that drive behavior, 3) focus on costs, not budget (e.g. watch wasteful spending excess), 4)
shared motivation throughout the agency for change to occur, 5) avoidance of GMOOT mentality (Give me
one of those) and not rushing to adopt newest organizational styles and techniques that are not necessarily
appropriate for the organization, and 6) seize the opportunity of the lease expirations. BENS members saw
opportunity for DHS to consider ways they could become attractive
tenants through a public private partnership.

The CRSO has begun to implement many of the suggestions that are
within in its purview and has opened a dialogue with Congress on
those issues that require new authorities. DHS CRSO is implementing a
collocation and share first approach and is seeking to improve its data
collection to inform decision makers on areas that are conducive to a
shared services first methodology.
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A unified vision and effort
set by leadership

BASELINE REQUIREMENTS

A key event was the culminating meeting on June 22nd, 2016 between
the Under Secretary for Management and BENS members to discuss
their recommendations. DHS continues to address challenges related
to the consolidation of disparate counterterrorism, immigration, and
federal law enforcement agencies, and the Under Secretary used the
meeting also as an opportunity to get feedback on several new ideas
he was proposing to would improve the day-to-day operations of the
various field offices across the country. BENS members provided the
Under Secretary and his staff with a number of insights based off his
original efficiency recommendations, many of which seek to enhance law
enforcement capability and training. An example was an examination of
public-public-private partnership to address parking in New York City.
One model reviewed was the ongoing Public Private Partnership (PPP)
activities at the Hudson River Trust where the City and State of New York
and working with corporate entities to provide sports fields, office space,
and parking for use by both the general public and the New York City
and State governments. In addition, there was discussion and analysis of
options of how the private sector could be leveraged to provide weapons
range access in a distributed manner to cut down on lost hours during
mandatory training activities. Thinking about the “lease of services
vice facilities” allows for an incorporation of the latest technology and
the broadening of the commercial sector into an operational reserve of
capability.

1
2

Standards that drive behavior

3
Focus on costs, not budget
(e.g. watch wasteful
spending excess)

4
Shared motivation throughout
the agency for change
to occur

5
Avoidance of GMOOT
mentality (Give me one of
those) and not rushing to
adopt newest organizational
styles and techniques that are
not necessarily appropriate
for the organization

6
Seize the opportunity of
the lease expirations
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BENS will continue to support DHS in a bi-monthly advisory role through phone conferences and face to face meetings
and will examine how to take the lessons learned from this project to inform DHS and broader United States national
security enterprise on the value of shared services.

ORIGINAL TIMELINE AND ACTION PLAN
Month 1

Form expert panel and develop assessment plan

Month 2

Conduct discovery; hold initial meeting with DHS/BENS participants

Month 3-4

Gather data, to include direct and indirect costs, process knowledge,
forecast demand and strategic planning

Month 4-6

Utilizing members regionally, join CRSO multi-city study to analyze
opportunities of public/private partnership, federal/state/local
partnership, and inter-component opportunities for shared services
and property pilot efficiency programs

Month 6-9

Assess alternatives, propose process changes, establish performance
targets. Publish findings and recommendations; out brief DHS CRSO
and staff.
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KEY BENS RECOMMENDATIONS
1 | PLANNING
To achieve the mandate to reduce the size of the real property portfolio and to achieve the 150 square foot per
person DHS standard by 2020, BENS recommends that each DHS operational component submit an annual component
plan to be reviewed and approved by the CRSO.
•

These plans should show how each component will reduce their overall real property portfolio and will
obtain the 150 USF/person standard.
-- Space Planning: Develop standardized guiding principles for space planning to reinforce good
planning principles and also limit the need for major reconfiguration in office space. An example of a
guiding principle would be; offices are to be placed along the interior of the space allowing for natural
light access to the largest number of employees. In addition to creating a more pleasant work space
for the end user it would also centralize the hard wall construction increasing flexibility. Standardized
space types and sizing for mission spaces would also be practical, i.e. for certain number of personnel
a corresponding size for armory, evidence storage, Special Compartmentalized Information Facility
(SCIF), etc. sizing is appropriate. BENS members also suggest a standardized circulation factor for
office spaces to allow for universal space planning and transferring or assuming of usable space from
one Component to another.1

•

Some critical data needs to be gathered to support the feedback loop in order to make this planning effective:
--

It appears that the 150 SF rule applies to new space. It does not appear to apply to existing space as
the workstation sizes universally were generally in the 8 ft. by 8 ft. cube size on up. Thought should
be given by components to reconfiguring workstations to allow for absorption of additional headcount
(including groups who have been split due to space concerns). Analysis of the cost to reconfigure
versus the cost of additional space should be performed and, given the tenure of government leases,
one should not assume that reconfiguration is preferable.

--

Clearly identify who owns what part of the puzzle. GSA handles real estate. Is that leasing only?
It appears that internal issues related to space use, interdepartmental collaborations, even use of
common space (e.g. conference room, break rooms) is completely decentralized. A review of how
many full time employees (FTE) are actually involved in the real estate/facility process might be in
order, and some centralization of common use and collaboration space appropriate.

--

What is mission critical in regards to space use and who is representing those areas? There was
much discussion across the country on digitizing paper files; however, BENS found that, given the
importance of the paperwork and the fact that a fire could easily wipe out files that might be difficult
if not impossible to recreate, a high priority should be considered for this important task. Does GSA
represent those concerns, DHS, components, or is it left to forward thinking individuals?

1

The Circulation Factor is the percentage of Usable Area that makes up the Circulation Area.
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•

BENS members recommend establishing a footprint using community of interest consolidation and/or colocation

•

BENS members recommended that the CRSO place staff forward in the regions who are specifically tasked
to provide oversight and liaison for planning and to make the 150 square foot standard a requirement per
OMB direction and not an option.

Additionally, BENS recommends that the CRSO work with GSA to develop a nationwide real property plan that includes
consolidating, co-locating and reducing DHS component real property in each GSA region.
•

To support the development of this national strategy, BENS members recommended ways DHS
could improve management and oversight of these real property/ shared service activities regionally.
Specifically, DHS should examine commercially available data management tools that are a best
practice and standard tool both within commercial property management community and in management
consulting firms.

2 | Execution
BENS members recommend that a regional pilot program be established that would test the concept of a Regional
Mission Support Coordinator to implement a shared services approach and to test opportunities for public private
partnership and to test inter-governmental solutions.
•

Many of the capacity issues are different depending on the geographic region. Members suggested that
a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach should be avoided; suggesting DHS could initiate a regional pilot program
to operationalize some of the aforementioned concepts and demonstrate a proof-of-concept. While the
overarching objectives would be the same in each region (i.e. reduce physical footprints) the approach
should be tailored.

•

Members suggested two possible courses of action for a pilot program. First, DHS could target a region
where there is strong local buy-in, visible and effective local leadership, and is relatively easy to manage.
This approach, however, may not yield large cost savings. Alternatively, a region like New York City is a more
complex, higher cost environment with less readily available resources. The high-costs associated with this
locale offer greater potential for higher costs-savings.

•

Essential to the success of a pilot program—as well as the field efficiency recommendations overall—is
traveling to the field with a multidisciplinary team that includes the contracting and real estate professionals.
It’s key that all stakeholders are included in the decision-making process, and including them earlier in the
process will increase the likelihood that they support the initiatives.

•

BENS members recommended that regional focused support services offices in charge of regional real
property management, as well as other support services, be established.

•

BENS members recommended the establishment of regional advisory groups, made up of commercial and
corporate real estate experts, to support planning.
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•

BENS commercial real estate focused members emphasized a customer service approach to property
contracting by first conducting needs assessments, space planning, and then lease negotiations. As most
leases separate out the electric utility cost, a centralized regional support office could represent the prospective
component tenant in sourcing energy efficient space when possible and practical, building energy efficiency
into the electric distributions system (e.g. efficient lighting and ability to access after-hour HVAC at a
reasonable cost when necessary) and even the negotiating of electric utility contracts when appropriate.

•

Another part of the advocacy role could be to regularly review the pass-through expenses. BENS members
pointed out that some landlords utilizing GSA are error prone in the annual expense reconciliations and a
regional support office could focus on those leases in which the operating expenses are considerable.

3 | Incentives
In order to incentivize change and a mindset shift from a focus on budget execution to meet mission to one of “cost
consciousness to free up resources” for better mission execution, BENS recommends the creation of a shared Working
Capital Fund (WCF):
•

The WCF would be utilized for both shared services such as mail screening and distribution as well as
shared mission support spaces including specialized training facilities. The guidelines established in the
development of the specific WCF would be the determining factor of how the cost and use of the service/
space is handled.

•

In order to demonstrate the value of a WCF, BENS members recommend implementing a small scale
regional shared service WCF. This would allow DHS to track cost savings as well as increased efficiencies
on a small scale prior to rolling out a WCF for shared mission support spaces.

4 | Operational Approach
BENS Members recommend that public and private as well as intergovernmental partnerships (public/public/private)
be a core objective and a first examined principle when developing solutions. Some observations by BENS members in
support of this approach from these engagements nationally include:
•

In areas where DHS is attempting to reduce its footprint, direct cooperation and collaboration with state/local
government agencies will be necessary for success. In some areas, it will be necessary to build ‘Public-PublicPrivate Partnerships’ between the federal government (i.e. DHS), state and/or local governments, and the private
sector. Partnering with state and/or local governments may provide additional opportunities for DHS to outsource
training, firearms control, etc. to existing entities. For example, DHS components may be able to use local police
department firing ranges, or partner with local police departments to lease access to a private firing range
At each local DHS area of operation there are challenges that are open to potential public/private solutions
or to intergovernmental solutions. An example in New York City is the inordinate amount of time and money
spent that is a direct result of an insufficient parking strategy. This situation is often exacerbated by poor
planning for people who spend little to no time in the office but have dedicated office space without a
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parking strategy to support them. This situation is especially true of law enforcement and inspectors who
spend most time on the road.
•

One BENS member brought together the CRSO, the DHS components, and members of the Hudson River
Trust (a New York State/City of New York intergovernmental agency) to address ways to solve these problems
through public/private cooperation and intergovernmental solutions.

Many of the challenges that DHS is attempting to address are related to capacity. Parking and firing ranges, for example,
are persistent issues in several DHS regions, and leasing them can be costly or impractical. On this topic, BENS
members suggest that DHS shift its mindset from leasing “things” (e.g. parking lots or ranges) to leasing “services”
(e.g. access to parking or ranges). This shift to a service contract model may provide the flexibility to address some of
the capacity issues and can be enabled by technology.
•

For example, if DHS sets the requirements (e.g. for parking or firearms training) individuals could use a
mobile app to find available resources. This approach is like an “Uber for firing ranges” and private ranges
or parking lots could compete for DHS personnel. This may also provide more flexibility as it relates
to firearms training scheduling or parking, and increase access. However, this approach would require
DHS to collect data to input into these apps. DHS is currently reviewing the applicability of several data
management solutions that BENS members introduced.

•

DHS emphasized the challenges associated with vehicle parking and downtown real estate holdings,
particularly in New York City. Very simply, it costs DHS more to park their vehicles on a monthly basis
than the vehicles are worth. BENS members observed that often law enforcement officers’ primary office
is their car, and that as such DHS may consider embracing the idea of transient office space. By assuming
the “Office on Four Wheels” concept, vehicles would be viewed as mobile work stations. When necessary,
hoteling could be used as a means to provide a physical location for DHS employees to hold meetings and
discuss material that cannot be shared electronically; DHS could provide short term, on-demand office
space instead of committing to a long term contract. Ultimately, this approach suggests colocation as the
default method to limit physical work space requirements, and save money on property management.

5 | Constraints
BENS members felt the CRSO has done a good job of scoping its authorities and starting to more aggressively use
the authority it has in place, but felt there are a series of external and internal realities that may require an expansion of
authorities or more directive language from the executive and or legislative branches to maximize saving and efficiencies.
•

The CRSO should consider a consolidation of the component property management offices both nationally
and regionally into a cohesive and centralized entity. This move would lead to employing enterprise
solutions instead of stove-piped operations.

•

GSA should be directed to work with DHS on the national and regional plans listed above. Currently
there is no directive that makes this type of planning a legislative or policy imperative in which DHS, its
components, and GSA all MUST participate.
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•

External legacy requirements that hinder either consolidation or efficiencies should be reformed. Either
the executive branch should address this issue through directives to change policy or (where appropriate)
Congress should offer legislation that would make the appropriate changes.
--

An example is the requirement by the Justice Department’s Immigration Judges to keep all original
documents in a hard copy file. This process is a huge expense from a storage standpoint and extremely
risky from the standpoint of survivability of these critical files. If there was a fire at a major facility it
could have drastic impact on the ability to track and safely process both legal and undocumented
peoples. BENS members felt the situation could be an easy fix. Validate once in person, scan for an
active record, and require each individual to maintain their own documents pending a final review and
hearing. This alone would free up tens of thousands of feet of office space.

• It is unclear to BENS members at this time whether the CRSO has the capacity and the expertise to
effectively initiate these changes. More work needs to be done within the resources that are currently
available to DHS to fully leverage executive branch authority and capability, but focus on business efficiency
tools and expertise will produce positive benefit.

6 | Strategic Approach
While the objective up to this point was not to change core missions and functions or how components operate,
BENS members concluded that DHS has a “corporate” real estate problem and not a “commercial” real estate problem.
DHS must put a maximum effort into thinking thorough workflow and collaboration and then start to put together a
corporate strategy that reduces redundancies across regions and, where possible on a national level, re-organize the
Department into more contiguous and coherent footprints that support mission effectiveness. This approach would lead
to a smarter and more efficient use of resources and property.
•

Some supporting techniques to maximize the ability to provide better utilization of space:
--

Include in all leases the ability to purchase a property. Given the concern that DHS is leasing space
that should be owned, BENS members believe it would be prudent to build that eventuality into every
lease and which would come under the total discretion of DHS with a focus on mission capability and
effectiveness.

--

Address overlapping issues in a centralized manner. If the avoidance of leasing space with conference
rooms, large public meeting rooms, etc. is a goal, then establish an accountable mechanism in facility
management or an outsourced capability to address this issue.

--

Discussions regarding distance working were positive; however, a method of tracking such work and its
impact on the footprint needs to be devised and centrally reviewed and tracked. What is the real cost
avoidance of distance working? What are the candidates for distance working and, if implemented, is
the space reduced? By how much?
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7 | Leadership
In an undertaking such as this, leadership is an essential factor for success. Leaders must be committed to
the project, and realize that this is a cause that is worth pursuing. Additionally, in this case the leader must be able
to convey to the next administration the importance of continuing to implement these recommendations, so that
momentum is not lost as we transition to the next administration.
•

Strong leadership also requires consensus building and engaging with key stakeholders. One such
constituency is the permanent staff of the DHS oversight committees. Constructive engagement with
Congressional staff is necessary to understand the authorities available to DHS, explore how existing
authorities may be clarified or strengthened, and discussing the potential for additional authorities.
Moreover, building support for the proposed field efficiency recommendations among the staffs will be
necessary to ensure long-term success.

8 | Legislative Authority
BENS members identified areas requiring legislative change that could enhance efficient use of resources:
•

DHS is hampered by a lack of authority to modify leases, modify workspaces, and exercise consolidation
authority as operational situations dictate. This inefficiently locks them into arrangements and physical
configurations that are set without consideration to collocation and most efficient operating environment.
BENS members recommend:
--

•

Expanding the Federal Management Regulation (FMR) 102-72 for DHS from $100,000.00 to
$1,500,000 for work associated with facilities owned by GSA but operated by DHS and its’ various
components. DHS components that have their own unique specific authority to execute various repair
and alterations through component specific authorities would not be negatively affected.

BENS members believe that DHS needs the ability for the Department (delegated to CRSO) to enter into
direct leases.
Specifically, BENS members recommend:
--

DHS be allowed to acquire real property it deems necessary; to hold, maintain, sell, lease, or otherwise
dispose of such property or any interest therein; and to provide related services and charges;

--

DHS be allowed to construct, operate, lease, assign, and maintain buildings, facilities, equipment, and
other improvements on any property owned or controlled by it; and

--

DHS have all other authorities incidental, necessary, or appropriate to the carrying out its functions.
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CONCLUSION
After seven months of collaboration and
cooperation with the CRSO, BENS members
provided a set of practical recommendations that
DHS could move out on to try to contain costs and
to improve effectiveness through unity of effort.
These recommendations were both strategic and
tactical in nature. Several major themes such as
the necessity of accurate data and unified planning
were evident. Also the need to provide incentives to
get components to move from a budget execution
approach to a cost containment approach will be
absolutely critical to the long-term success of
any reform efforts. It was clear to BENS members
that many constraints against effective action are
legacy effects from a time when each organization
was separate and largely dealt with the GSA in a
bi-lateral manner. Many of the recommendations
above are in one form or another being executed,
studied or, in the case of legislative authority,
pursued by the leadership of DHS.
RPM is an area where collocating to contain costs
and to increase effectiveness is within the grasp

and purview of the Department leadership with
some small legislative accommodations. The
overriding observation that came from this project
though was the real opportunity across the DHS for
a comprehensive shared services approach. The
recommendations above will put the Department
on a path to greater efficiency and save dollars
for immediate and critical operational needs.
They will also provide both a pilot and template
for broader shared services initiatives across the
components of the department. This type of shared
service approach will bring the various actors in the
mission and administrative space, both figuratively
and physically, closer together and will yield
synergies to increase operational effectiveness. In
addition, the long-term savings that come from this
effort and can help address operational capability
gaps as the DHS executes its primary mission of
protecting the homeland, now and in the future.
BENS has offered to serve in an advisory capacity
and will consider follow-on requests for support on
a case by case basis.
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For more information, please contact:
Tom Cosentino, Executive Vice President
tcosentino@bens.org | 202.296.2125
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Washington, D.C. 20005
www.bens.org
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